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American Gas Lamp Works  *  101 Hoeveler Street  *  Springdale, PA 15144 

(PH) 724-274-7131 * www.AmericanGasLamp.com 

BURIAL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Dig a 24” deep (for 8’ – 10’ post) or 36” deep (over 

10’ post) hole x 12” wide. 

2. Fill the hole with concrete leaving approximately 6” 
clearance for the gas access hole in the post. 

3. Place the cap on top of the base. *Do not tighten 

any screws in the cap or the base; this is just to have 

the cap in place prior to inserting the post. 

4. Place your base over the concrete-filled hole. 

5. Carefully slide the aluminum post down through the 

cap and base and into the concrete to just below the 

inlet supply hole in the bottom of the post.  

6. For Gas:  With the coiled end at the top, slide the 

copper feedline down through the post and out 

through the supply hole in the bottom of the post, 

and then connect it to the main gas supply. 

a. Tip: Have a partner hold the base up while 

you connect the line. 

For Electric:  Feed the wires from the main through 

the inlet supply hole in the bottom of the post and 

up to the top of the post. 

a. Tip: Have a partner hold the base up while 

you connect the line. 

7. Tighten the screws in the base section to secure it to 

the extruded aluminum post, then tighten the 

screws in the cap. 

8. After you have secured the post and are satisfied 

with the alignment, let the concrete harden before 

attaching the lamp. 

9. For lamp installation, follow the installation 

instructions packed with the lamp. 
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